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Abstract. The goal of zero-knowledge watermark detection is to allow
a prover to soundly convince a verifier of the presence of a watermark in
certain stego-data without revealing any information which the verifier
can use to remove the watermark. Existing proposals do not achieve
this goal in terms of definition (not formally zero-knowledge), security
(unproven) and coverage (handle only blind watermark detection).
In this paper we define zero-knowledge watermark detection precisely.
We then propose efficient and provably secure zero-knowledge protocols
for blind and non-blind versions of a well-known class of watermark-
ing schemes. Using these protocols the security and efficiency of many
watermark based applications can be significantly improved.
As an example of use we propose concrete protocols for direct proof of
ownership which enable offline ownership proofs, i.e., copyright holders
can prove their rightful ownership to anyone without involving a trusted
third party in the actual proof protocol.
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1 Introduction

Protection of digital works against misuse and illegal distribution has become
a challenging task in the information society and there has been intensive re-
search in this area in the last years. As the total prevention of misuse does not
seem to be achievable at reasonable cost, most technical copyright protection
schemes aim to deter illegal usage or redistribution of digital content by making
misuse detectable. For this, identifying information is imperceptibly embedded
into the original work by means of watermarking techniques, e.g., [8,24,20,19].
This information can be used later as evidence to identify the owner of the dig-
ital work [23,9,20,24,19] or the source of its illegal redistribution (fingerprinting
schemes, [4,22]). However, a conceptual problem of these schemes is that showing
the presence of the watermark as evidence discloses sensitive information which
can be used to remove the watermark. Thus it is desirable to convince a verifier
of the presence of a watermark without revealing any information helping the
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verifier to remove the watermark. There are two approaches trying to tackle this
problem:

One possible approach are asymmetric watermarking schemes [14,12,11].
Here a secret/public key pair is generated and used to embed/detect the water-
mark. However, asymmetric watermarking schemes have the conceptual draw-
back that the public detection key makes oracle/sensitivity attacks [10,21] even
more serious, since an attacker who knows the public detection key can carry
out this attack on his own, i.e., without any interaction with the holder of the
secret key.

Another approach is to use zero-knowledge proof protocols [16]. In such pro-
tocols a prover convinces a verifier that she knows a secret or that a value has
a certain property and the verifier learns nothing new from a protocol-run about
the secret inputs of the prover. Zero-knowledge proof protocols are powerful tools
and are applied as building blocks in many cryptographic applications. Recently,
they also have been applied in the context of blind watermark detection1 [7,18].

In the most secure protocol of [7] a prover constructs a legal watermark
to be embedded into given cover-data, i.e., a watermark for which the prover
knows a secret, e.g., a hard to compute pre-image.2 For the zero-knowledge
detection, she hides the legal watermark in a long list of fake watermarks3 and
lets the verifier detect them all in the stego-data. Then she proves that at least
one of the watermarks in the list is a legal one without disclosing which one.
The security of this scheme is strongly based on the fact that the number of
watermarks in the list must be so large that they could not be removed all
without severely degrading the underlying stego-data. Furthermore, besides the
fact that the published list reveals information about the watermark it is not
clear why a cheating prover cannot generate fake watermarks from which she
knows the discrete logarithms.

A further proposal based on a cryptographic protocol is discussed in [18] and
called watermarking decision problem: Given certain stego-data, decide whether
an RSA encrypted watermark is present in this stego-data. The authors propose
a protocol for solving this problem for the blind version of the well-known water-
marking scheme from Cox et al. [8]. The basic idea is to secretly and verifiably
compute the correlation between the watermark and the underlying stego-data.
For this, the prover sends to the verifier an RSA-encryption of the watermark
and an RSA-encryption of the blinded stego-data. In a challenge-response man-
ner the prover should convince the verifier that the watermark correlates with
the stego-data. However, no proof of soundness is given and it is not really zero-
knowledge since the verifier obtains a good estimation of the correlation value
enabling oracle attacks [10].

In this paper we first give a formal definition of zero-knowledge watermark de-
tection protocols based on the definitions known from cryptography. We propose
1 Blind watermarking schemes do not require the original cover-data as an input for
the detection process.

2 Craver proposes the discrete logarithm of the embedded watermark.
3 This is achieved by invertibility attacks introduced in [9].
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provably secure zero-knowledge detection protocols for a blind and a non-blind
version of a well-known class of watermarking schemes as introduced in [8]. The
definition of zero-knowledge watermark detection and the corresponding proto-
cols are the subject of the Sections 3 and 4.

Based on these protocols and the model of [1] we propose protocols for proof
of ownership where participation of the registration center is not required in
the actual ownership proof. The concept of direct proof of ownership has been
introduced and formally considered for the first time in [1] to overcome the fol-
lowing shortcomings of the existing watermark-based solutions for identifying the
rightful owner of digital works [9,20,23,19]: First, the common watermark-based
schemes focus only on resolving ownership disputes between two disputants, each
claiming to be the rightful owner of a certain work. However, in real-life elec-
tronic market places, buyers want to directly ensure that they are purchasing
digital items from the real copyright holder. Second, resolving ownership dis-
putes in favor of a party does not necessarily mean at all that this party is the
rightful owner. This is because the real copyright holder may not even know
about a dispute taking place on her digital work and thus may not be able to
show the presence of her identifying information (watermark) in the work. Note
that the judge can not notice the presence of watermarks without knowing the
corresponding detection key. The protocols for proof of ownership are presented
in Section 5.

We start our discussion by introducing some required building blocks.

2 Cryptographic Building Blocks

2.1 Commitment Schemes

A commitment scheme (com , open) for the message space M and commitment
space C consists of a two-party protocol com to commit to a value m ∈ M
and a protocol open that opens a commitment. A commitment to a value m
is denoted by com(m, par com) where par com stands for all public parameters
needed to compute the commitment value. To open a commitment com the
committer runs the protocol open(com, par com , skcom) where skcom is the secret
opening information of the committer. For brevity we sometimes omit par com
and skcom in the notation of com() and open(). Furthermore, we use com() and
open() on tuples over M , with the meaning of component-wise application of
com() or open().

The security requirements are the binding (committing) and hiding (secrecy)
properties. The first one requires that a dishonest committer cannot open a com-
mitment to another message m′ �= m than the one to which he committed and
the second one requires that the commitment does not reveal any information
about the message m to the verifier.

Furthermore we require that the commitment scheme has following homo-
morphic property: Let com(m1) and com(m2) be commitments to arbitrary mes-
sagesm1,m2 ∈M . Then the committer can open com(m1)∗com(m2) tom1+m2
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without revealing additional information about the contents of com(m1) and
com(m2).

In the following we use a commitment scheme of [15]: Let n be a product of
two safe primes p and q, let g and h be two generators of the cyclic subgroup G of
Z
∗
n with order

p−1
2

q−1
2 and let parcom = (n, g, h). Furthermore the factorization

of n and the discrete logarithms logg(h) and logh(g) must be unknown to the
committer. The committer commits to a value m ∈ M = {0, · · ·n − 1} by
computing com(m, par com) := gmhr mod n where skcom = r is a randomly
selected natural number from [0, 2ln) and l is in the order of the bit-length
of n. This scheme is statistically hiding and computationally binding under the
factoring assumption.

2.2 Proving Relations for Committed Numbers

To ensure the correctness of the committed values used in our protocols, we need
to prove that certain relations hold for committed numbers, i.e., a committed
number lies in an interval or a committed number is the product of two other
committed numbers. In [5] efficient protocols are described for proving in zero-
knowledge that a committed number lies in an exact interval.

In [6] efficient and secure techniques for proving relations in modular arith-
metic (addition, multiplication, exponentiation) between committed4 numbers
in zero-knowledge are proposed: Given commitments to the values a, b, c,m ∈M
one can prove that a + b ≡ c mod m, a ∗ b ≡ c mod m or ab ≡ c mod m. These
protocols are statistically zero-knowledge in the general model.

Remark 1.1. The protocols for proving the relations mentioned above are inter-
active in general. Using Fiat-Shamir heuristics [13] these protocols can be made
non-interactive, however with the limitation that the zero-knowledge property
can only be proven in the random oracle model [3]. ◦

3 Definitions and Notations

In this section, we first introduce our basic definitions and notations of water-
marking schemes. Following this, we give a formal definition of zero-knowledge
watermark detection and discuss some important issues.

3.1 Watermarking Schemes

Watermarking is a very lively area of research, with an exploding variety of
different schemes. The following definitions do not aim at providing a complete
framework which fits all known watermarking schemes. We rather introduce the
basic notations, which are needed in the following sections.
4 Although not mentioned explicitly in [6], these protocols work also for the commit-
ments from [15] (private communications with Jan Camenisch).
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A watermarking scheme with detection consists of four polynomial-time al-
gorithms GEN KEY , GEN WM , EMBED , and DETECT . GEN KEY and
GEN WM are probabilistic and generate a key-pair (kemb , kdet ) resp. a water-
mark WM. The algorithm EMBED(W ,WM, kemb) imperceptibly embeds the
watermarkWM into the cover-dataW , using the key kemb. This results in stego-
data W ′ (watermarked version of W ). The algorithm DETECT (W ′′,WM,W ,
kdet ) returns a boolean value, which states whether the data W ′′ contains the
watermark WM relative to the reference data W , using key kdet .

A symmetric watermarking scheme needs the same key kwm for detection
as for embedding. Unkeyed watermarking schemes need no key for embedding
or detection. Watermarking schemes whose DETECT algorithms do not require
the input of reference dataW are called blind, in contrast to non-blind schemes.

3.2 Definition of Zero-Knowledge Watermark Detection

To motivate the need for zero-knowledge watermark detection, we return to
a well known application of robust watermarking schemes, namely, resolving
ownership disputes on digital works [9,20,19,23]. In this context, the presence of
a party’s watermark in the disputed work is an indication for the rightfulness of
that party’s ownership claim.

All these proposals suffer under one problem of the watermark detection
process: the disputing parties have to disclose information, which is necessary
to detect the watermark, to the dispute-resolver. However, this information is in
most cases also sufficient to remove the watermark from the disputed data.

This problem is not symptomatic for dispute resolving only, but a common
problem of all applications where the presence of a watermark has to be verified
by a not fully trusted party, i.e., also some fingerprinting schemes.

Zero-knowledge watermark detection eliminates this security risk, because it
enables a prover to prove to an untrusted verifier that a certain watermark is
present in stego-data without revealing any information about the watermark,
the reference data and the detection key. We now give a formal definition of
zero-knowledge watermark detection.

Definition 1 (Zero-Knowledge Watermark Detection).
Let (com , open) be a secure commitment scheme. A zero-knowledge watermark
detection protocol ZK DETECT for the watermarking scheme (GEN KEY ,
GEN WM , EMBED , DETECT ) is a zero-knowledge proof of knowledge pro-
tocol [17,2] between a prover P and a verifier V: The common protocol input of
P and V is the stego-data W ′′, com(WM), com(W ), com(kwm), i.e., commit-
ments on the watermark, the reference data and the detection key respectively, as
well as the public parameters parcom = (parWM

com , parWcom , par kwm
com) of these com-

mitments.5 The private input of the prover is the secret opening information of
these commitments skcom = (skWM

com , sk
W
com , sk

kwm
com).

5 One can relax this by allowing Transf (W ′′) and com(Transf (W )) be input instead
for certain transformations Transf , e.g., the discrete cosine transformation. We will
make use of this convention in later sections.
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P proves knowledge of a tuple (WM,W , kwm , skWM
com , sk

W
com , sk

kwm
com) such that:

[(open(com(WM), parWM
com , sk

WM
com ) =WM) ∧

(open(com(W ), parWcom , sk
W
com) =W ) ∧

(open(com(kwm), par kwm
com , sk

kwm
com) = kwm) ∧

DETECT (W ′′,WM,W , kwm)] = true

The protocol outputs a boolean value to the verifier, stating whether to accept the
proof or not.

Remark 1.2. The input of (com(W ), parWcom , sk
W
com) and (com(kwm ), par kwm

com ,
skkwm

com) is optional, depending on whether the watermarking scheme is blind/non-
blind, resp. keyed/unkeyed.
Remark 1.3. One can simply adapt the previous definition to a zero-knowledge
proof for showing that a watermark is not detectable in data W ′′. This may
be useful in applications where one has to show that a certain watermark is not
present. Our protocols in Section 4 can be easily adapted to this kind of protocol
too.
Remark 1.4. When using a zero-knowledge watermark detection protocol one
must take care that the parameters for the commitments are chosen correctly.
This can be achieved by running the setup-phase of the commitment scheme
between P and V or by letting a trusted party choose these parameters.
Remark 1.5. Many applications using watermark detection require that certain
properties of the watermark are verifiable by the party which detects the wa-
termark. When using zero-knowledge detection, these verifications have to be
carried out on the committed watermark. This may be achieved either by addi-
tionally running appropriate zero-knowledge proof protocols or by an appropriate
certification by a trusted party (see Section 5.2 for an example of the latter.) ◦

4 Zero-Knowledge Watermark Detection

Before presenting our blind and non-blind zero-knowledge detection protocols,
we give an overview of the underlying watermarking scheme.

4.1 Watermarking Scheme of Cox et al.

The robust watermarking scheme of Cox et al. is unkeyed in its basic form
and thus quite simple, since it does not involve a pseudorandom selection of
the coefficients used for embedding/detecting the watermark. It is based on the
spread spectrum principle and has been described originally in terms of image-
data, although being a whole methodology of watermarking schemes. Following
Cox et al., we also restrict the following discussions to image-data. Using suitable
transformations, this technique is applicable to other types of data too and so
are our zero-knowledge detection protocols.6

6 They can be easily modified to work on other data-types as well by replacing the
DCT transformation by any kind of suitable pre-computation.
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The watermark generation algorithm: GEN WM generates watermarks
WM = (WM1, . . . ,WMk) that are sequences of real numbers, each chosen inde-
pendently according to a certain probability distribution, e.g., a N(0, 1) normal
distribution with mean 0 and variance 1. Its length k influences to which degree
the watermark is spread over the stego-data and how large the modifications for
embedding the watermark have to be.
The embedding algorithm: A given watermarkWM is embedded by modify-
ing the k highest magnitude DCT AC coefficients DCT (W , k) =(DCT (W , k)1,
. . . , DCT (W , k)k). Cox et al. proposed several formulas for embedding, e.g.,

DCT (W ′, k)i := DCT (W , k)i ∗ (1 + α ∗WMi).

Here, the value α denotes a scaling parameter and its choice may depend on the
cover-data, offering a tradeoff between the robustness and the non-perceptibility
of the watermark in the stego-data.
The detection algorithm: The detection algorithm does not necessarily need
the original data W as an input. However, it may be used in the detection
process to improve the robustness and reduce the number/probability of false
positives (see Section 6).

Detection works by computing a correlation value. As a measure of confidence
in the presence of WM in W ′′ (relative to W in case of non-blind detection),
the detector tests whether corr ≥ δ holds for a predefined detection-threshold δ.

In blind detection the correlation value

corr =
< DCT (W ′′, k),WM >√

< DCT (W ′′, k),DCT (W ′′, k) >
(1)

between the watermark WM and the DCT-coefficients DCT (W ′′, k) is used. In
non-blind detection the correlation value

corr =
< ∆,WM >√
< ∆,∆ >

(2)

between the watermarkWM and ∆ = DCT (W ′′, k)−DCT (W , k) is used. Here
< x, y > denotes the scalar product of the two vectors x and y.

Zero-knowledge watermark detection for non-blind watermarking schemes
seems to be inherently more difficult than for blind ones. The reason for this
is that the reference data W is additionally needed for the detection-relevant
computation without being disclosed to the verifier. On the other hand, non-
blind detection is more robust and its zero-knowledge version is quite elegantly
applicable for offline proof of ownership, as shown in Section 5.2.

Before going into the details of our zero-knowledge watermark detection pro-
tocols, we have to discuss some technicalities first.
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4.2 Some Technicalities

In contrast to Cox et al., we assume that the watermark and DCT-coefficients
are integers and not real numbers.7

The parameters parcom of the commitment scheme must be chosen suffi-
ciently large so that the resulting values do not exceed the order of the commit-
ment base g when doing computations with the committed values.8

For efficiency reasons we do not use the correlation values as computed in
Formula 1 and 2 for detection. We use the equivalent detection criteria

C := (< DCT (W ′′, k),WM >︸ ︷︷ ︸
A

)2 −< DCT (W ′′, k),DCT (W ′′, k) > ∗ δ2︸ ︷︷ ︸
B

≥ 0

(3)
in the blind case and

F := (< ∆,WM >︸ ︷︷ ︸
D

)2 −< ∆,∆ > ∗ δ2︸ ︷︷ ︸
E

≥ 0 (4)

in the non-blind case instead.

4.3 Blind Zero-Knowledge Detection Protocol

Let par com , W ′′, com(WM), δ be the common inputs of P and V and let skcom

be the private input of P . In the zero-knowledge version of the blind detection
algorithm a prover P proves to a verifier V that the watermark contained in
com(WM) is present in the imageW ′′, without revealing any information about
WM. The blind zero-knowledge detection protocol ZK DETECT (W ′′, WM, −,
−) is shown in Figure 1.

P and V compute the DCT of W ′′, especially DCT (W ′′, k). Then P and V
can compute the value B from Equation 3, P sends a commitment com(B) to V
and opens it immediately to V . V verifies that the opened commitment contains
the same value B which he computed himself. Now V computes the commitment

com(A) :=
k∏

i=1

com(WMi)
DCT(W ′′,k)i mod n, 9

taking advantage of the homomorphic property of the commitment scheme.
P computes the value A2, sends a commitment com(A2) to V and gives V a zero-
knowledge proof that it really contains the square of the value contained in
com(A). We refer to this sub-protocol as ZKP(com(A2) contains A2) (see [6]).

7 Note that this is no real constraint, because we can scale the real valued coefficients
appropriately.

8 Alternatively, we may choose smaller parameters and prove for each operation in
zero-knowledge that no over overflow occurred.

9 Note that the modulus n is contained in the public commitment parameters par com .
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P V
Common inputs

parcom , W ′′, com(WM), δ
skcom

compute DCT(W ′′, k) compute DCT(W ′′, k)

compute B and com(B) compute B

−−−−−−−
com(B)

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
−−−−−−−

open(com(B))
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ compare with B

compute com(A) :=

compute com(A2)
Qk

i=1 com(WMi)
DCT(W ′′,k)i mod n

−−−−−−−
com(A2)

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

←−−−
ZKP(com(A2) contains A2)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

compute com(C) := compute com(C) :=
com(A2)
com(B) mod n com(A2)

com(B) mod n

←−
ZKP(com(C) contains value ≥ 0)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ IF (ZKP() = true)

THEN return true
ELSE return false

Fig. 1. The blind zero-knowledge detection protocol ZK DETECT (W ′′, WM,
−, −)

Being convinced that com(A2) really contains the correctly computed value A2,
V and P compute the commitment

com(C) :=
com(A2)
com(B)

mod n

on the value C. Finally P proves to V in zero-knowledge, that the value contained
in com(C) is ≥ 0 using protocols from [5]. We refer to this sub-protocol as
ZKP(com(C) contains value ≥ 0). If V accepts this proof then ZK DETECT ()
ends with true, otherwise with false.10

The protocol above satisfies the requirements of Definition 1: The complete-
ness requirement is easy to verify by inspection. Soundness holds, because P can
only cheat in ZK DETECT () by cheating in the computation of com(C) or by
cheating V in proving that com(C) contains a value ≥ 0. However, for this P has
to either break the soundness of one of the ZKP() sub-protocols or the binding
property of the commitment scheme which is assumed to be computationally
infeasible. The protocol is zero-knowledge proof of knowledge in sense of Defi-
nition 1 since the sub-protocols ZKP() are zero-knowledge proof of knowledge
10 Note that one has just to substitute the last zero-knowledge sub-protocol by

ZKP(com(C) contains value < 0) to get a zero-knowledge protocol for proving the
absence of a certain watermark.
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(see [6] and [5]) andWM and all intermediary results involvingWM, i.e., A and
C, are perfectly hidden in the commitments.

Remark 1.6. If one relaxes the zero-knowledge requirement, then the efficiency of
the protocol can be further improved by letting P open the commitment com(C)
instead of running ZKP(com(C) contains value ≥ 0). The information which is
disclosed by C may be uncritical for certain applications. However, if carried out
several times (for different W ′′), oracle attacks become possible [10]. ◦

4.4 Non-Blind Zero-Knowledge Detection Protocol

The protocol for non-blind zero-knowledge detection is quite similar to the
previous one. However, one must take into account that ∆ (in contrast to
DCT (W ′′, k)) must not be disclosed to V , because V would learn DCT (W , k)
otherwise. Thus one cannot directly use the homomorphic property of the com-
mitment scheme to let V compute the value E in Equation 4 on his own, as it
was the case for B in the blind zero-knowledge detection protocol.

Therefore we let P stepwise compute E and D and commit to the inter-
mediary results. Now P can prove to V in zero-knowledge that the modular
relations hold for the committed intermediary results as required by Equation 4.
All these proofs together imply that the commitments com(E) and com(F ) were
computed correctly based on com(∆) and com(WM).

Having convinced V , that com(F ) was computed correctly, P uses the same
zero-knowledge proof protocol as in the blind case to prove to V that com(F )
contains a value ≥ 0. The whole protocol is illustrated in Figure 2. The proof
sketch for completeness, soundness and the zero-knowledge property is similar
to that of the blind version.

Remark 1.7. Note that zero-knowledge detection protocols for other watermark-
ing schemes can be developed analogously, as long as their detection statistics
are computable solely by the operations for which the correct computation on
commitments is provable in zero-knowledge. When using protocols from [6] these
operations are addition, multiplication and exponentiation. ◦

5 Proof of Ownership

In this section we show how the non-blind zero-knowledge watermark detection
protocol can be applied in the context of proofs of ownership. We start by infor-
mally summing up some basics of ownership proof schemes. A complete formal
treatment can be found in [1].

5.1 Ownership Proof Model and Scheme

The main parties involved in an ownership proof scheme are: a (supposed) copy-
right holder H, a registration center RC and another third party T . Here we
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P V
Common inputs

parcom , W ′′, com(WM)
skcom com(DCT(W , k)), δ

compute com(DCT(W ′′, k)) compute DCT(W ′′, k)

−−−−−−−
com(DCT(W ′′, k))
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

−−−−
open(com(DCT(W ′′, k)))
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ compare with DCT(W ′′, k)

compute com(∆i) := compute com(∆i) :=
com(DCT(W ′′,k)i)
com(DCT(W ,k)i)

mod n
com(DCT(W ′′,k)i)
com(DCT(W ,k)i)

mod n

compute com(E)

−−−−−−−−
com(E)

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

←−
ZKP(com(E) correctly computed)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

compute com(D2)

−−−−−−−−
com(D2)

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
←−
ZKP(com(D2) correctly computed)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

compute com(F ) :=
com(D2)
com(E) mod n

←−
ZKP(com(F ) contains value ≥ 0)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ IF (ZKP() = true)

THEN return true
ELSE return false

Fig. 2. The non-blind zero-knowledge detection protocol ZK DETECT (W ′′,
WM, W , −)

will assume that RC is trusted by all parties. However, using additional cryp-
tographic techniques, the necessary trust in RC can be reduced by making RC
accountable (see [1] for more details).

We restrict our discussion to the following main protocols: REGISTER and
PROVE . Using the REGISTER protocol, H registers a new work at RC and
receives an ownership certificate cert for this work. Afterwards, H can run the
PROVE protocol with an arbitrary third party T to prove her rightful ownership
for any work W ′′ for which she holds the copyrights.

Informally speaking, our model of copyright ownership considers H to be the
copyright holder of a work W ′′ iff the following conditions hold:

1. H has previously registered a new work W ,
2. W ′′ is similar to W and
3. W is the first registered work to which W ′′ is similar.

The last condition is necessary only if the similarity relation is no equivalence
relation. This is to resolve collisions/ambiguities of the ownership relation on
the basis of the registration time of works.
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It was shown that if the similarity relation is an equivalence relation and pub-
lic testable, i.e., it can be tested without any secret information of RC, RC does
not need to participate in the PROVE protocol. Using non-blind zero-knowledge
watermark detection yields a public similarity test quite naturally: W ′′ is said
to be similar to W , iff ZK DETECT (W ′′, WM, W , kwm) = true for a certain
WM. This similarity test defines no equivalence relation, thus making it useless
for offline ownership proofs in the theoretical model of [1]. However, for the above
similarity test and for practical purposes one can drop this requirement. This is
because the ambiguities only happen by chance with a very small probability or
for works which are most likely degraded and worthless. This issue is discussed
in more detail in Section 6.

5.2 Proof of Ownership Using ZK Watermark Detection

In the presentation of the following protocols we assume secure communication
channels and we omit details of the message formats. In particular, where a sig-
nature is sent we assume that all message parts that are not known a priori
are also sent and that techniques of robust protocol design like protocol- and
message-type tags are used.
Registration: H starts the protocol by sending a registration request signH(W ,
idH). RC first checks (using registered?) if W is a “new” work, i.e., that it is
not similar to a previously registered work. If it is not new, then RC rejects the
registration request and aborts the protocol. Otherwise, RC continues with the
registration process: RC generates a new watermarkWM and embeds it intoW
using the EMBED algorithm as described in Section 4.1. Now RC commits to
WM and to DCT (W , k). Then it generates an ownership certificate cert by sign-
ing H’s identity, the public commitment parameters, the commitments to WM
and DCT (W , k) and the detection threshold δ. Thus an ownership certificate
binds the identity of the copyright holder to the common inputs of a non-blind
zero-knowledge detection protocol.RC stores the registration relevant data, espe-
cially those data which are necessary to test whether arbitrary works are similar
toW , i.e.,WM and DCT (W , k). Finally RC returns the watermarked workW ′,
the ownership certificate cert and the secret opening information skcom for the
commitments in cert to H. The latter enables H to run ZK DETECT protocols
with the common inputs contained in cert for arbitrary works. Finally, H verifies
cert and whether skcom is the correct opening information for the commitments
in cert . Note that H has to keepW secret and only publishW ′ or works derived
from it.
Ownership proof: To prove ownership for a workW ′′ which has been derived
from W ′, H just sends W ′′ together with cert to T . T verifies the signature of
cert and verifies whether the certificate contains the identity of H. Then both
run the non-blind zero-knowledge detection protocol as introduced in Section 4.4
with the common inputs W ′′ and (par com , com(WM), com(DCT (W , k)), δ) as
contained in cert . If this run of ZK DETECT () ends with true, T is convinced
that cert matches W ′′ and thus that H is the rightful copyright holder of W ′′.
Note that the use of blind zero-knowledge watermark detection is not possible
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H RC

−
signH(W , idH)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ verify signature

IF registered?(W , idH)
THEN abort!
ELSE
WM := GEN WM (); W ′ := EMBED(W , WM)
compute com(WM) and com(DCT(W , k))
cert := signRC(idH, parcom , com(WM), com(DCT(W , k)), δ)
store (W , WM, idH, cert, skcom)

←−
W ′, cert, skcom−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

verify cert
verify skcom

Fig. 3. The registration protocol for offline proof of ownership

H T

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
(W ′′, cert)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ verify signature & identity

←−
ZK DETECT (W ′′, com(WM), com(DCT (W , k)),−)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

IF ZK DETECT () = true
THEN accept
ELSE reject

Fig. 4. The offline ownership proof protocol using the non-blind zero-knowledge
detection protocol from Section 4.4

for this purpose. This is because it would weaken the link between ownership cer-
tificates and corresponding works, allowing attacks by a cheating H: A cheating
H could embed the watermarkWM of one of her ownership certificates into any
work and prove her ownership for the resulting work by showing the presence of
WM in it.

6 Security

The security of the previously introduced protocols follows mainly from the se-
curity proof in [1], because in principle they are instantiations of the generic
protocols. The only difference to the proofs of the generic protocols is that al-
though ZK DETECT does not test an equivalence relation, it is used in the
offline ownership proof protocol. In the remainder of this section we will show
that our protocols fulfill even those security requirements whose generic proofs
make use of the fact that the similarity test is an equivalence relation:
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Uniqueness for H: No other party apart from H can prove its ownership for
a work W ′′ that is similar to W , i.e., was derived from W ′ by an operation
against which the watermarking scheme is robust.

Suppose that an attacker can successfully prove his ownership for a workW ′′.
For this he needs an ownership certificate containing his identity and he must
be able to run ZK DETECT () successfully with W ′′ and the common inputs
contained in the certificate. RC’s test “registered?” prevents, that the attacker
simply registers a work derived fromW ′.11 The only chance of the attacker is to
register a new work W ∗ so that the corresponding certificate cert matches W ′′

in the sense, that running ZK DETECT () for W ′′ with the common inputs in
cert ends with true. However, this happens only with a small probability, since
RC chooses the watermark that it embeds intoW ∗ independently fromW ′′ and
thus W ′′ would be a false positive detection.
Correctness for T : T accepts only correct ownership proofs, i.e., he cannot be
cheated by a dishonest H.

H knows the reference data DCT (W , k) and the watermarkWM that is used
in the run of ZK DETECT () as part of the PROVE protocol. This is because
H knows W itself and the secret opening information for the commitments
contained in the ownership certificate. Using this information a dishonestH may
be able to compute false positive dataW ∗ for which he can prove his ownership to
T by using the ownership certificate. However, such a “constructed” data item
is with high probability randomly looking or strongly degraded (and nobody
would ask for an ownership proof anyway).

To even prevent the possibility of such an attack we may require the prover
to give additional zero-knowledge proofs that the differences DCT (W ∗, k)i −
DCT (W , k)i lie in a certain range.

7 Conclusions

We presented the first provably secure zero-knowledge watermark detection pro-
tocols. These protocols are also the first which allow non-blind zero-knowledge
detection of watermarks when embedded by the well known watermarking
scheme from Cox et al. They can greatly improve the security of all applica-
tions in which the presence of a watermark needs to be proven to any untrusted
party.

Further, we showed how zero-knowledge detection protocols can be used to
construct efficient direct proofs of ownership without requiring a trusted third
party to participate in the ownership proofs. This leads to a significant improve-
ment of ownership proofs in terms of scalability and practicality.
11 Note that an attacker has no knowledge about WM, even if he participated in a
run of the PROVE protocol with H. Thus he can’t remove the watermark without
severely damaging the image.
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